






Education Connection: Building Motivation 
into the Writing Classroom 
By Andy Stanfield, For The Communicator

Writing is a skill, and honing skills 
takes practice. 

Using the mean is an easy way to 
calculate grades, but is it the best 
approach to encourage students to 
write more? With the mean, each 





The panel discussion was really 
awesome because it is a topic that 
really frustrates me—but in a good 
way. I think it’s really important to think 
about free speech critically, especially 
in a political sense. I think it’s really 
important that we analyze the way we 
communicate with others and that we 
have the ability to trust the press and 
people who are speaking freely.

Nicole Kern, junior communication major
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Edwards said the discussion about tenure was 
particularly timely here on Florida Tech’s campus 
because the university is considering a tenure 
system.

She also said the keynote address was a compel-
ling reminder of the power of images and the 
role of journalists.











COM Student Tackles Tough Issues In New Short Film
By Aaliyah Thomas, For The Communicator

René Descartes would be proud.

The French philosopher’s famous quote, “I think, 
therefore I am” and the theory of solipsism—that 
only the self exists or can be proven to exist—play 
prominent roles in “Certainty,” a new short film by 
Florida Tech student and basketball star Michael 
Milligan Jr. 

Certainty is the quality or state of being certain, 
especially by evidence. Through the basis of 
solipsism, the characters in the film experience 
several revelations.

Milligan, a senior global strategic communication 
major, said it was a fitting title.

The film is loosely inspired by tragic events that 
happened in Charlottesville, Virginia, when a 
woman was killed in a hit-and-run during a protest. 

“I took essences from that experience and made it 
into my own story,” Milligan said.

Students can screen the film on April 20 in the F. W. 
Olin Engineering Complex Room 118.

“Certainty” centers on a black man who goes 
through a virtual reality experience through the 
perspective of a white man.

Thomas Carter Rochester, a Florida Tech alumnus 
and current staff member, plays a character named 
Tyler. Tyler is a college student who is tired of his 
history and heritage being cast out from the 
forefront.

“To sum up Tyler in a word: racist. The hardest part 
about playing Tyler is that I am not racist, so I had to 
pull from negative experiences from my childhood,” 
Rochester said.

Rochester grew up in a town 
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